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Michael Korslaunched the "bright party" seriesin November, to lift the modern trend in 60s
Michael Kors in November launched the "bright party" series, including clothing, bags, jewelry
and watches. Series exudes a passionate spirit of the party.
In November, Michael Kors launched the "bright party" series, and then set off a wave from the
modern trend of 60s. The party is the most charming companion of the night, when the city is
shrouded in dark colors,each person who is in a hurry in the night, the heart is buried imminent
restlessness, only party and carnival, is the destination of the night.
"Bright party" series of fashion with a complex set of gem colors highlight the enthusiasm of the
party spirit, Rhine stone mosaic design to enhance the overall temperament. The deep V-line,
waist pinch fold, animal prints and other elements of the details of the embellishment, is unique
fashion focus, so MK girls in any party have become the focus of attention. The new Greenwich
bucket bag as an unopened surprise, waiting for everycurious heart. Inside and outside collision
color design, for your delicate add a bit playful and mysterious.
Sawyer series of watches has been showing pure American style. Winter new products in the
continuation of the minimalist design at the same time, the evolution of the metal color crocodile
leather watchbandstyle, filling the female avant-garde free and easy to break the winter boring.
The new itemsof this season has a variety of colors to choose: classic black writing neutral
handsome, amazing collocation; metal color dial with crystal, emitting dazzling light, creating a
party queen.Also suitable for the partyseason Mini Kerry / Mini Darci watch is more high-profile
luxury. Sparkling magnificent Mini Kerry diamond on the dial and scale harmonious transition,
the diamond in the watchband will make a gorgeous two degree extension,let every detail of the
watch shine with a charming glow. The exquisite and elegant Mini Darci outer ring use
double-row diamond, watchband select more concise five chain design, so comfortable upgrade,
shine unabated.
City Skyline Chain Series Jewelry personality avant-garde, design inspiration from the city's
geometric lines, is a microcosm of urban life. With beautiful and large profile for the
characteristics of the Boulevard series jewelry is another character. It use clear crystal and cubic
zirconia to compose luxury, with a dazzling gloss and mesh design tore into monotonous winter.
Winter party essential, do not do the ornament, only to be master.
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